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(57) Claim

3. A central station for use in a multiple 

accessing type satellite communication system having a 

common communication channel interconnecting a central 

Station and a plurality of remote stations through a 

satellite transponder, said common communication channel 

being divided into frames each having a predetermined 

number of time slots, said central station transmitting 
a broadcasting signal having a timing signal to said 

remote stations, each of said remote stations receiving 

said broadcasting signal as a received broadcasting 

signal and transmitting a packet signal into one of said

.,/2
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time slots at a slot timing based on said timing signal 
derived from said received broadcasting signal;

wherein said central station comprises: 
a plurality of station portions installed at

different locations and having identifying numbers 
assigned thereto, one of said station portions being 
selectively permitted by an enabling signal to operate 
as an operating station portion to transmit said 

broadcasting signal; and
central station control means commonly connected 

to said plurality of station portions for controlling 
said station portions to deliver said enabling signal to 
a specific one of said station portions, said central 
station control means responsive to a notifying signal 
from said specific station portion currently operating 
as the operating station portion for delivering an 
unable signal to said specific station portion and said 
enabling signal to another of said station portion;

each of said station portions comprising: 
identifying number generating means for

generating the own one of said identifying numbers;

signal generating means for generating said
broadcasting signal having said timing signal and an 
identifying portion, said own identifying number being 
inserted in said identifying portion;

transmitting means enabled by said enabling 

signal for transmitting said broadcasting signal as a
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-3*

transmitted broadcasting signal;
receiving means for receiving a signal incoming

through an antenna to produce a received signal? and
fault deciding means responsive to said received

signa" for deciding whether or not transmission of said
broadcasting signal is carried out normally to produce <

4 Isaid notifying signal when the transmission of said
broadcasting signal is decided faulty.

5. A remote station for use as one of a 
plurality of remote stations in a multiple accessing 
type satellite communication system having a common 
communication channel interconnecting a central station 
and said plurality of remote stations through a 
satellite transponder, said common communication channel
being divided into frames each having a predetermined r?
number of time slots, said central station comprising a j
plurality of station portions selectively operating as
aa operating station portion, said operating station ί
portion transmitting a broadcasting signal having a·

t
timing signal and an identifying signal assigned thereto j
to said remote stations, each of said remote stations 
receiving said broadcasting signal as a received 
broadcasting signal and transmitting a packet signal

: : . : . . I
into one of said time slots at a slot timing based on 
said timing signal derived from said received 
broadcasting signal;

wherein said remote stations comprises: 

detecting means for detecting said identifying
»· *

I
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number in said received broadcasting signal as a
detected identifying number?

offset generating means responsive to said
detected identifying number for generating a timing 
offset corresponding to said detected identifying 
number; and

slot timing generating means responsive to said 
timing offset for generating said slot timing determined 
by said derived timing signal and said timing offset.

I
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Background of the Invention:. ·.,1 , ■ I...— ., II. III!, . , ,,.,,.1 ., . . ■ Γ- Π- ; ,

1) Field of the invention
The present invention relates to a time division 

multiple accessing satellite communication system.
5 2) Description of the Prior Art „■·

As well known in the prior art, the time ,
■ ' " Ϊ

division multiple accessing satellite communication ,
system has a common communication channel !
interconnecting a central station and a plurality of j

10 remote stations through a satellite transponder. The

common communication channel is divided into frames each 

having a plurality of time slots of a length. The 

central station transmits a broadcasting signal to the 

satellite transponder as a transmitted signal. The 

15 broadcasting signal has control information including a 

timing signal for controlling the remote stations. Each 

of the remote stations receives the transmitted 

broadcasting signal through the satellite transponder as ί
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a received broadcasting signal and derives the control 
information and the timing signal from the received 
broadcasting signal. The remote station generates a 
slot timing based on the derived timing signal and

5 transmits a packet signal to one of the time slots
according to the control information at the slot timing 
generated. A reference is made to, for example, U.S. 
Patent No. 4,736,271 by Tejima et al, assigned to NEC 
Corporation .

10 The broadcasting signal from the central station
is important in the multiple accessing satellite 
communication system. If the remote stations cannot 
receive the broadcasting signal due to rain or local 
power fault in the area where the central station is

15 located or due to fault of a transmitter in the central 
station, the remote station cannot obtain the control 
information so that the communication cannot be effected 
in the system.

Summary of the■invention:
20 It is an object of the present invention to

provide a multiple accessing satellite communication 
system which enables a central station to recover 
transmission of the broadcasting signal immediately 
after interruption of the broadcasting signal by a local

25 fault to thereby avoid stop of communication in the 
system.

The present invention is applicable to a 
multiple accessing type satellite communication system

I
f

I
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having a common communication channel interconnecting a 
central station and a plurality of remote stations 
through a satellite transponder, the common 
communication channel being divided into frames each

5 having a predetermined number of time slots, the central 
station transmitting a broadcasting signal having a 
timing signal to the remote stations, each of the remote 
stations receiving the broadcasting signal as a received 
broadcasting signal and transmitting a packet signal

10 into one of the time slots at a slot timing based on the 
timing signal derived from the received broadcasting 
signal. According to the invention, the central station 
comprises: a plurality of station portions installed at 
different locations and having identifying numbers

15 assigned thereto, one of the station portions being 
selectively permitted by an enabling signal to operate 
as an operating station portion to transmit the 
broadcasting signal; and central station control means 
commonly connected to the plurality of station portions

20 for controlling the station portions to deliver the 
enabling signal to a specific one of the station 
portions, the central station control means responsive 
to a notifying signal from the specific station portion 
currently operating as the operating station portion for

25 delivering an unable signal to the specific station 
portion and the enabling signal to another of the 
station portions. Each of the station portions 
comprising: identifying number generating means for I

JL
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generating the own one of the identifying numbers; 
signal generating means for generating the broadcasting 
signal having the timing signal and an identifying 
portion, the own identifying number being inserted in

5 the identifying portion; transmitting means enabled by 
the enabling signal for transmitting the broadcasting 
signal as a transmitted broadcasting signal; receiving 
means for receiving a signal incoming through an antenna 
to produce a received signal? and fault deciding means

10 responsive to the received signal for deciding whether 
or not transmission of the broadcasting signal is 
carried out. normally to produce the notifying signal 
when the transmission of the broadcasting signal is 
decided faulty. Each of the remote stations comprises:

οθο 15 detecting means for detecting the identifying number in
00 . . ,0 0 0 8 the received broadcasting signal as a detected

0

identifying number? offset generating means responsive « 0 0 ■
0000 to the detected identifying number for generating a

β ■ ' ; '

* timing offset corresponding to the detected identifying
20 number? and slot timing generating means responsive to

the timing offset for generating the slot timing 
. , determined by the derived timing signal and the timing

offset.

According to an aspect of the present invention, 
25 the fault deciding means comprises: deriving means

' , 1 responsive to the received signal for deriving the

identifying portion from the received signal as a 
derived portion? and deciding means responsive to the
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derived portion for deciding that the own identifying 
number is absent in the derived portion to produce the 
notifying signal representative of absence of the own 
identifying number.

5 Brief Description of the Drawings:
Fig. 1 is a block diagram view illustrating an

operating state of a system according to an embodiment 
of the present invention?

Fig. 2 is a block diagram view illustrating 
10 another operating state of the system in Fig. 1?

Fig, 3 is a block diagram view of each one of a 
plurality of station portions of a central station in
the system 0.1: Figs, 1 and 2?

Fig. 4 is a view illustrating a format of a
00 O 0 o O ft 15 broadcasting s kmal transmitted from each of the station

α ϊ 0ο ο ο o portions ?
co Fig . 5 is a block diagram view illustrating eachO U C

ΰ

one of remote stations in Figs. 1 and 2?
Fig. 6 is a block diagram view of ,a timing 

20 offset generator in Fig. 5?

„tt Fig. 7 is a time chart for illustrating a signal
<3 1

4 4

, , transmission delay from the central station portion toft ?ns
two remote stations?

see
4 ' Fig* 8 is a time chart for illustrating a state

25 where packet signals transmitted from two remote

**'" stations at erroneous slob timings make radio

Interference at a satellite transponder? and.
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Fig. 9 is a time chart for illustrating a state 
of packet signals transmitted from the two remote 
stations at correct slot timings to the satellite 
transponder.

5 Description of the-Preferred.Embodiments :
At first, description will be made as regards 

general arrangement and operation of a multiple 
accessing satellite communication system according to an 
embodiment of the present invention with reference to

10 Figs. 1 and 2,
Referring to Fig. 1, the system shown therein . 

comprises a central station 10, a plurality of remote 
stations 11, and a satellite transponder 12. The 
central station 10 comprises a plurality of station

15 portions (two first and second ones are shown at 13 and 
14) located at different areas on the earth, a central 
station controller 15 connected to the first and the 
second station portions 13 and 14.

The. central station controller 15 is for
20 controlling the first and second station portions 13 and 

14. The central station controller 15 delivers an 
enabling signal to a specific one of the first and the 
second station portions 13 and 14 so as to make the 
specific station portion operate as an operating station

25 portion. The central station controller 15 also 
operates as a data processor for processing data 
received at the operating station portion as well as
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preparing data to be transmitted from the operating 
station portion.

In the shown embodiment, the first station 
portion 13 receives the enabling signal and serves as

5 the operating station portion. Accordingly, the first 
station portion 13 carries out communication with the 
plurality of remote stations 12 by use of a common 
communication channel through the satellite transponder 
11. That is, the first station portion 13 transmits a

10 broadcasting signal which is, in turn, is received at 
the plurality of remote stations 12 through the 
satellite transponder 11. Each of the remote stations 
12 transmits a packet signal at an appropriate time slot 
which is, in turn, received at the first station portion

O00o o is 13. The communicating state is shown by dashed lines in 

of? Fig. 1,
o ■■ ft

°·« During the communication, the first station
0 ft « 4

portion .13 produces a notifying signal when detectingft a « <t a «
’ ' fault of transmission of the broadcasting signal due to

20 any reason as described above. The notifying signal is 

delivered to the central station controller 15. Then,
ft

the central station Controller 15 produces a stop ort
unable signal and delivers the unable signal to the

0 »
« first station portion 13 and, at the same time, delivers

25 the enabling signal to the second station portion 14. 

as a result, the first station portion 13 stops its 

operation and the second station portion 14 starts and 

serves as the operating station portion and performs
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dashed lines in Fig. 2.
Referring to Fig. 3, each of the first and the 

second station portions 13 and 14 comprises an antenna 
5 20 for transmitting/receiving a radio wave to and from

the satellite transponder 11, an identifying (ID) number 

generator 21 for generating an ID number assigned to the 
same station, a broadcasting transmission signal 
generator 22 for multiplexing the ID number and the

10 control information including the timing signal with the 

data to be transmitted in the time division fashion to 
produce the broadcasting signal, a transmitter 2,3 for 

transmitting the broadcasting signal through the antenna 

20, a receiver 24 for receiving and processing a signal

15 incoming through the antenna 20 to produce a received 

signal, and a transmission fault defector 25 responsive 

to the received signal for detecting, during
transmission of the broadcasting signal to the remote 
stations, whether or not the broadcasting signal is

20 transmitted normally to inform a detected result as the 
notifying signal to the central station controller 15,

The transmitter 23 is enabled or enabled in 

response to tshe enablihg/unable signal from the central 

station controller 15.

25 tiow, description will be made as to the

broadcasting signal.

As described above, the central station 

controller 15 supplies to the operating station portion

1

I
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13 or 14 the control information including the timing 
signal and the data to be transmitted. In the operating 
station portion, the control information and the data 
are multiplexed with the ID number at the broadcasting

5 signal generator 22.
Referring to Fig. 4, the broadcasting signal has 

a format shown therein which comprises a control field 
31 and the data field 32 as well known in the art. The 
data to be transmitted is inserted in the data field 32,

10 while the control information and the ID number are 
inserted in the control field 31. In the shown 
embodiment, thecontrol field 31 comprises the timing 
signal portion 33 and. the Id number portion 34.
However, the control field 31 can be provided with other

IS portions for other control data as known in the art.

Next, description will be made as to some

examples of the broadcasting fault detector 25 for 

deciding whether or not the broadcasting signal is 

transmitted normally. ,

20 Referring to Fig, 3 again, the broadcasting

fault detector 25 comprises an id number derive circuit 

26 for deriving the ID number portion from the received 

signal and an ID number decision circuit 27 for deciding 

whether or not the derived ID number portion is

25 representative of the own ID number of the own station 

portion»
After being transmitted from the operating I

station portion 13 or 14, the broadcasting signal is *

: : : I
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repeated by the satellite transponder 11 and transmitted, 
to the remote stations 12. Then, the repeated 
broadcasting signal is also transmitted to the central 
station 10. Therefore, in the operating station portion

5 13 or 14, the receiver 24 receives the broadcasting 
signal in the signal incoming through the antenna 20. 
Therefore, the received signal from the receiver 24 
includes the broadcasting signal which is transmitted 
from and then received at the same operating station

10 portion.
The ID number derive circuit 26 derives the ID 

number portion 34 from the received signal and supplies 
the id number to the id number decision circuit 27. The 
ID number decision circuit 27 decides whether or not the

15 supplied 10 number coincides with the own ID number of 
the same station portion and delivers a decided signal 
bo the central station controller 15 as the notifying 
signal. In other words, the broadcasting signal 
transmission is decided normal when the derived ID

20 number coincides with the own ID number, while the 
transmission is decided false on non-coincidence.

Alternatively, the broadcasting fault detector 

26 can be formed to detect fault by use of response from 

remote stations, m other words, the operating station

3*1 portion decides its own transmission false when

receiving no signal from bhe remote stations in response 

to transmission of the broadcasting signal.
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In a system proposed in JP-A-61-233062, a 
central station transmits a broadcasting signal 
including a request of correspondence of each of the 
remote stations for monitoring each remote station. In

5 response to the broadcasting signal, the remote stations f
transmit monitoring correspondence signals to different j
time slots. In no response from a specific one of
remote stations, the central station can decide the 
specific remote station false.

10 However, it is natural that the transmission of
the broadcasting signal can be considered as has been
perforr .J erroneously when no response is received from
all of the remote stations. Therefore, the broadcasting
fault detector 25 can be formed as a circuit for

»<">·; 15 detecting no correspondence signal from all of the ,·
«««I.,' remote stations for the broadcasting signal. ■

' ■ ' ’ V
o e ( . ' : I

» ’«I .Referring to Fig. 5, each of the remote stations *
on*» . ' . '

’**’ 12 comprises an antenna 40 for transmitting/receiving a ;
» . ' . ■ . ' - ■ . ■ ■ ' : ;‘ radio wave to or from the satellite transponder 11, a |

20 receiver 41 for receiving and processing the ’
broadcasting signal which is transmitted from the
operating station portion and incoming through the (
antenha 40 to produce a received broadcasting signal, a ;
timing signal derive circuit 42 for deriving the timing -

25 signal from the received broadcasting signal to produce 
‘Z, a derived timing signal, an ID number detector 43 for

detecting the ID number in the received broadcasting I

signal to produce the detected ID number, a timing

' I
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offset generator 44 for generating a timing offset 
. corresponding to the derived ID number, and a slot

timing generator 45 for generating the slot timing based 
on the derived timing signal and the generated timing

5 offset.
Referring to Fig. 6, the timing offset generator 

44 can be formed by combination of a timing offset 
memory 51 for memorizing a plurality of timing offset 5 
values corresponding to the station portions,

10 respectively, and a timing offset selector 52 responsive
to the detected ID number for selecting a specific one
of station portions which has the detected ID number to
make the timing offset memory produce a specific one of
the timing offset values corresponding to the specific

ooooS is station portion. The specific offset value is delivered 
0 0

a“o 0 to the slot timing generator 45.
«Ο 0

°ai> The remote station 12 further comprises a packetO b O 0
signal generator 46 for generating a packet signal from© o o «
data or message supplied from a data terminal (not

20 shown). The packet signal generator 46 sends out the 

packet signal to a transmitter 4 7 at the slot timing
0 6

0 e0 determined from the slot timing generator 45. The4O b 0
transmitter 47 transmits the packet signal through the

o o
antenna 4 0 .

25 Now, description will be made as to operation of
the remote stations with reference to Figs. 7 through 9.

Secoi In the satellite communication system, each of

the remote stations prepares at least one packet of the
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message of a predetermined time slot length and 
. transmits the packet to a time slot at the slot timing.

In order to determine the slot timing, each remote 
station derives the timing signal from the received

5 broadcasting signal.
As well known in the satellite communication 

system, earth stations of the central station and the 
remote stations are disposed at different locations on 
the earth and, therefore, are different from each other

10 in distance to the satellite transponder. Therefore, 
signals transmitted from the earth stations are 
different from each other in transmission time to the 
satellite transponder, Therefore, it is necessary to

« consider the signal transmission time from the earth
o oo o a 9 
do

’ 00l>4 15 stations to the satellite transponder in order to avoid
0 0 0«

/’« ! a case where all of signals from the remote stations
o a «

make radio interference at the satellite transponder.
ο ο aio ’ Fig. 7 shows a state where remote stations 12-1

and 12-2 detect the timing signal transmitted from the
20 operating station portion 13 or 14. Since there is a

Ils
’· time difference between the transmission times from the
* satellite transponder 11 to the remote stations 12-1 and

« 12-2 because of distance difference, the detection time
instant of the timing signal is different between the

.«·.· 25 remote stations 12-1 and 12-2 for the same broadcasting
ft « « '

itc signal transmission Bl or B2 from the operating stationβ
portion 13 or 14, as shown at Dll or D2l and DX2 or D22. 
In Figi 7, solid lines wit · arrows indicate a case where
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the first station portion 13 is the operating station
portion while dashed lines with arrows indicate another 
case where the second station portion 14 operates as the 
operating station portion.

ΰ if the slot timing is prepared by direct use of
the detected timing in the remote stations 12-1 and 
12-2, and those remote stations transmit individual 
packet signals Pl and P2 to the same time slot at the 
prepared slot timing, those packet signals Pl and P2 are

10 not completely superposed at the satellite transponder 
11 but has a slip in time with a partial radio 
interference P12 as shown in Fig. 8 because of the time 
difference between the timing signal detection times Dll

0 and D12 and because of the signal transmitting time
0 0 0 Q 6 o 
do

° ·« 15 difference from the remote stations 12-1 and 12-2 to the
satellite transponder 11. This fact means that the slot 
timing is determined erroneously.

Accordingly, it is necessary in each remote 
station to determine the slot timing with a timing

20 offset from the detection of the timing signal. The
·»«* timing offset is determined according to the distance

β I

from the remote station itself to the satellite
transponder 11.

' Referring to Fig. 9, the slot timing is 
,,,, 25 determined by consideration of the distance differenceI « / '
β » t . : . '

between each remote station 12-1 and 12-2 and the
β '

satellite transponder 11. That is, the slot timing is 
determined with a timing offset T1 from the timing
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signal detection Dll in the remote station 12-1, while 
with another timing offset T2 from the timing signal 
detection D12 in the remote station 12-2. Thus, the 
individual packet signals Pl and P2 are transmitted into

5 different time slots at the slot timing with the timing 
offset T1 and T2 from the remote stations 12-1 and 12-2, 
respectively. Then, the packet signals Pl and P2 are 
apart from each other on the time axis when arrived at 
the satellite transponder 11 as shown in Fig. 9.

10 Accordingly, those packet signals are received at the 
first station portion 13 as shown in Fig. 9.

When the operating station portion changes from 
the first station portion 13 to the second station 
portion 14 by a certain reason as described above, the

15 timing signal detection is also changed from Dll and D12 
to D21 and D22 in both remote stations 12-1 and 12-2, 
respectively, as shown in Fig. 7. As a result, the slot 
timing is changed in each remote station so that the 
packet signals Pl an.d P2 are received at the second

20 station portion 14 it a different timing from the
previous receiving timing at the first station portion 
13. This means that the data reception timing at the 
central station controller 15 changes. As a result, the 
received data can not reliably be processed at the

25 central station controller 15.
Therefore, when the operating station portion is

c-nanged from the first station portion 13 to the second 
station portion 14, the timing offset values T1 and T2

ii!fi
I

Ϊ♦

A

1
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are changed to Tl' and T2' at the remote stations 12-1 
and 12-2, respectively. Thus, the packet signals Pl and 
P2 are transmitted from the remote stations 12-1 and 
12-2 and are received at the second station portion 14

5 at a timing equal to that timing at which the first 
station portion 13 has received the signals.

In each of the remote stations 12-1 and 12-2, 
the change of the timing offset is performed by the ID 
number detector 43, the timing offset generator 44 and

10 the slot timing generator 45 in the manner as described 
above in connection with Figs. 5 and 6.

* O 0 0

0 0 . ' ■
0 ■ ; ' :

β o a o
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The claims defining the invention are as follows:
WAT-T-S-efrArMBD—·£S-t

1. A multiple accessing type satellite 
communication system having a common communication 
channel interconnecting a central station and a 
plurality of remote stations through a satellite

5 transponder, said common communication channel being 
divided into frames each having a predetermined number 
of time slots, said central station transmitting a 
broadcasting signal haying a timing signal to said 
remote stations, each of said remote stations receiving

10 said broadcasting signal as a received broadcasting
signal and transmitting a packet signal into one of said 
time slots at a slot timing based on said timing signal 
derived from said received broadcasting signal;

wherein said central station comprises:

15 a plurality of station portions installed at

different locations and having Identifying numbers 

assigned thereto, one of said station portions being 

selectively permitted by an enabling signal to operate 

as ah operating station portion to transmit said

20 broadcasting signal; and

central station control means commonly connected

to said plurality of station portions for controlling 

said station portions to deliver said enabling signal to 

a specific one of said station portions, said central

25 station control means responsive ho a notifying signal 

from said specific station portion currently operating

?

(»

ί
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(Claim 1 continued)
as the operating station portion for delivering an 
unable signal to said specific station portion and said 
enabling signal to another of said station portions;

30 each of said station portions comprising:
identifying number generating means for

generating the own one of said identifying numbers;
signal generating means for generating said

broadcasting signal having said timing signal and an 
35 identifying portion, said own identifying number being

inserted in said identifying portion;
transmitting means enabled by said enabling

signal for transmitting said broadcasting signal as a 
transmitted broadcasting signal;

40 receiving means for receiving a signal incoming
through an antenna to produce a received signal; and

fault deciding means responsive to said received 
signal for deciding whether or not transmission of said 
broadcasting signal is carried out normally to produce

45 said notifying signal when the transmission of said 
broadcasting signal is decided faulty;

wherein each of said remote stations comprises: 
detecting means for detecting said identifying

number in said received broadcasting signal as a 

SO detected identifying number;

offset generating means responsive to said 

detected identifying number for generating a timing
I
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(Claim 1 twice continued)
offset corresponding to said detected identifying 
number; and

55 slot timing generating means responsive to said
timing offset for generating said slot timing determined 
by said derived timing signal and said timing offset.

2. A multiple accessing type satellite 
communication system as claimed in Claim 1,· wherein said 

fault deciding means comprises:
deriving means responsive to said received 

5 signal for deriving said identifying portion from said
received signal as a derived portion; and

deciding means responsive to sai<3 derived
portion for deciding that said own identifying number is 
absent in said derived portion to produce said notifying

10 signal representative of absence of the own identifying 

number.
3. A central station for use in a multiple

accessing type satellite communication system having a '

common communication channel Interconnecting a central 
station and a plurality of remote stations through a

5 satellite transponder, said common communication channel 
being divided into frames each having a predetermined

; p

number of time slots, said central station transmitting
a broadcasting signal having a timing signal to said
remote stations, each of said remote stations receiving

10 said broadcasting signal as a received broadcasting
: I

signal and transmitting a packet signal into one of said
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(Claim 3 continued)
time slots at a slot timing based on said timing signal 
derived from said received broadcasting signal;

wherein said central station comprises:

15 a plurality of station portions installed at

different locations and having identifying numbers 

assigned thereto, one of said station portions being 

selectively permitted by an enabling signal to operate 

as an operating station portion to transmit said

20 broadcasting signal; and

central station control means commonly connected

to said plurality of station portions for controlling 

said, station portions to deliver said enabling signal to 

a specific one of said station portions, said central

25 station control means responsive to a notifying signal 

from said specific station portion currently operating
J

as the operating station portion fob delivering an 

unable signal to said specific station portion and said 

enabling signal to another of said station portion; (

30 each of said station portions comprising:

identifying number generating means for 

generating the own one of said identifying numbers;

signal generating means for generating said 

broadcasting signal having said timing signal and an 

35 identifying portion, said own Identifying number being 

inserted in said identifying portion;

transmitting means enabled by said enabling I

signal for transmitting said broadcasting signal as a I
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(Claim 3 twice continued) 
transmitted broadcasting signal?

40 receiving means for receiving a signal incoming
through an antenna to produce a received signal? and

fault deciding means responsive to said received 
signal for deciding whether or not transmission of said 
broadcasting signal is carried out normally to produce

45 said notifying signal when the transmission of said 

broadcasting signal is decided faulty.

4. A central station as claimed in Claim 3, 

wherein said fault deciding means comprises!

deriving means responsive to said received 

signal for deriving said identifying portion from said

5 received signal as a derived portion? and
deciding means responsive to said derived

portion for deciding that said own identifying number is 

absent in said derived portion to produce said notifying 

signal representative of absence of the own identifying

10 number.
5. A remote station for use as one of a 

plurality of remote stations in a multiple accessing 

type satellite communication system having a common 

communication channel interconnecting a central station

5 and said plurality of remote stations through a

satellite transponder# said common communication channel 

being divided into frames each having a predetermined 

number of time slots, said central station comprising a 

plurality of station portions selectively operating as

I
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(Claim 5 continued)
, 10 an operating station portion, said operating station

portion transmitting a broadcasting signal having a' 
timing signal and an identifying signal assigned thereto 
to said remote stations, each of said remote stations 
receiving said broadcasting signal as a received

15 broadcasting signal and transmitting a packet signal 
into one of said time slots at a slot timing based on 
said timing signal derived from said received 
broadcasting signal?

wherein said remote stations comprises:
2Q detecting means for detecting said identifying

number in said received broadcasting signal as a 

detected identifying number?
« S J . . ·» . . . ■ .
(t Offset generating means responsive to said

Si
S * ■

·= detected identifying number fob generating a timing

25 offset corresponding to said detected identifying 

number? and

slot timing generating means responsive to said 
timing offset for generating said slot timing determined 

by said derived timing signal and Said timing offset.

6. A remote station as claimed in Claim 5, 

wherein said offset generating means comprises:

memory means for memorizing a plurality of 

timing offset values corresponding to said plurality of

5 station portions, respectively? and

selecting means responsive to said detected

identifying number for selecting, as a selected value,
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(Claim 6 continued)
one of said plurality of timing offset values 
corresponding to ■‘■hat one of station portions which has

10 said detected identifying number, said selecting means 
producing said selected value as said timing offset.

DATED this TWENTY THIRD day of FEBRUARY 1989 
NEC Corporation

Patent Attorneys for the Applicant 
SPRUSON & FERGUSON
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